P I r e 2 The goal as the system o f cooSnate;.

Plgure 3. Deformation o f the obllque
tmlavlsad f i e l d .

P l y r e 4 . A n e t o f f i e l d ' s co-ordinates.

CALCULATION OF DISPLACEMENT
In a situation where an analysis concerns a movement of not big gabarits, e.g.. a
movementof goalkeeper, the goal can serveas a fixed system of co-ordinates(see Figure
2). whilethefield player's movement isanalyzed,as the system of co-ordinatescan serve
the whole field.
When the field was televised obliquely, a deformation of its picture existed(see
Figure 3); hence, before the match a 5 cm wide band was put on the field at every 1 rn
as longitudinal as well as transverse of the field and its position was televised by the
camera. During the playback a transparent foil was put on a monitor's screen. On the

CALCULATING TIME AND VEU)CITY
Generally, since there were many datapoints,thebasisof time was at fmta period
of 60(on the monitor's screen time of every 1 minute was recorded by the camera), and
then 30 seconds measured by the stopwatch. Additionally, randomly a movement with
a time basis of 3 s was analyzed. In the case of half-minuteperiods, time was measured
with absolute error of 0.2 s. This gave a relative error of less than 1%. In the second
case, a measuring of a 3 s period of running during a rush attack with an absolute error
of 0.2 s, and the relative error was about 7%.
On the groundsof the aboveobtained time data,and earlier obtained displacement
data, mean values of the velocity for a 30 s period for the whole match were calculated.
Since for the velocity of shorter time periods a bigger relative error existed, the velocity
could be only estimated.

CONCLUSIONS
The first estimated data show the player covers during a game (60minutes) a
distance of few kilometers using wallring, jogging, medium and fast running. Because
during a game many periods of inactivity exist, though mean velocity equals 1-2 m/s for
longer periods of the match.
Informations obtained from the analysis of a match can serve for planning a
mining. which should be carried out so the player's actions during a match and training
would be similar taking into account mechanical quantities characteristic for a player.
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